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“I’ve never been a victim before and I must tell you, I don’t particularly like it. It’s not the 

pain as I got used to that pretty quickly. It’s the damn chair. I’ve come to terms with it but you 

know, it’s the looks. Most divert their eyes, probably out of indifference or maybe they think I 

might pass on some superbug or something. An illness that could take away the use of their 

legs as well. Hmmn” explained Lucy, pausing to find the right words. 

 

“A few though, always a few have that telling stare. The smug one that suggests I can walk 

and you can’t. --- I don’t think I’ll ever get use to that.” 

 

“Oh right. So Ms. Oakland~” began the man. 

 

“Call me Lucy if you like” offered the young lady with the briefest flash of her beautiful 

smile. 

 

“Sure, Lucy it is. Oh forgive me, I’m Peter. I need to process you before~” introduced the 

smartly dressed man in his designer suit as he leant forward showing her his name badge. 

 

“Okay, I’m not going anywhere. I usually stay for the whole session anyway” interjected 

Lucy, with just the faintest tinge of humour in her sweet voice. 

 

“I understand. If you don’t mind can you please start from the beginning? Maybe some 

background as well?” requested Peter as he absently fidgeted a little with his hands. 
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Lucy used her arms to shift her weight on the three seater plush leather couch. She moved 

carefully, making sure her thick blanket veil stayed in place on her lap. She ran her hands 

through her auburn hair as she collected her thoughts. Her green eyes twinkled in the bright 

light. 

 

“In twenty words or less who is mysterious Lucy Oakland? --- A short childhood growing up 

with my big brother Anthony, living a scarce life with Mum. A single parent, no money, poor 

health and a lot of complicated problems. Oops, a few words too many but I guess you get the 

idea.” 

 

“That covers your developing years. What of your adult life?” 

 

“I was 16 when Mum passed away so I had to grow up quickly. Tony and me, we moved to a 

small unit at 147 Meadow Lane, Rosstown. Level three, up the concrete stairs. It’s not much, 

just your basic two-bedroom rental. Ancient gas heater in the lounge, one window in the 

bathroom and another above the sink in the narrow kitchen. Both look out over the industrial 

estate.” 

 

Lucy paused, trying to determine just how interested he was. He just sat there quietly listening 

so she decided to continue.  

 

“Cheap fittings, bland fixtures. Not much to see really, not memorable or anything. We make 

the most if though. Our neighbours are all nice people. We’ve been living there ever since, 14 

years now” elaborated Lucy, stopping as even she was getting bored with it. 
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“That’s fine, you’re doing well. --- Can you go back before the incident? What was your life 

like then? Boyfriends, anyone other than family you would call close? --- People of interest?” 

asked Peter, his delicate features were quite intent. 

 

There it was the one that always got under her skin. Interesting to whom and in what context? 

A flicker of annoyance washed across her face as she hesitated, reluctant to say more. She 

knew all too well how her words might impact upon the lives of those she held dear. Of course 

it was irrelevant, countless times before, with the police and those Government men, she had 

already answered this and many other similar questions.  

 

Still her instinct was to tread carefully. Doing her best to throw off the mood killing thoughts, 

she tilted her head back and produced a rich deep laugh. 

 

“Did I say something funny?” asked Peter in surprise. 

 

“Nah don’t fret, it’s not you. I’m happy to discuss whatever you like. --- No boyfriend for the 

last few years. My Mum always had a grudge toward men and I guess I grew up to be a bit 

jaded too. --- There’s Liz, my best friend since school, she’s a bit of a party girl. I think 

sometimes without me, she could end up in all sorts of trouble.” 

 

“Anyone else?” 
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“Not really. Just people from work and the few I knew from my weekly dance classes, back 

before it all happened. Oh and a few regulars from the local pub. No one of importance or 

influence if that’s what you’re asking” said Lucy with confidence. 

 

“Work history?” asked Peter, changing tack. 

 

“I left half way through high school because we needed the money. Tony was already working 

part time while studying at Uni but he couldn’t cover all the bills. I started out doing office 

clerical stuff but that was so boring and not for me. I moved on and did a few years as a 

factory hand. I hated it all but it paid the bills which piled up once Mum passed away. --- 

Someone down the local, I don’t remember who, said Doug was hiring so I went down and 

checked it out. That was just over two years ago now, back in May 2008.” 

 

“Good. Can you explain the role in some detail please?” 

 

“Sure, my job was to do runs as a courier, you know deliveries. A cash only business. I got 

paid once the customers paid Doug. A little unusual but hey that’s how he ran things and any 

work was better than nothing. Drive packages to addresses; get the customer to sign the run 

sheet, that’s pretty much it. End of each shift hand the sheet over to Doug’s assistant Darleen. 

She would work out our commissions and pay us. --- Day in, day out.” 

 

“Please elaborate. Anything and everything you feel might be relevant, leave nothing out” 

prompted Peter. 
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Lucy thought it through for a moment before continuing “Of course people talked all the time 

about the packages. Lots of rumours flew around. I quickly understood the runners, that’s 

what we called us couriers, the few who became too nosy soon got the sack. I always kept my 

mouth shut and only talked about other stuff and mostly to Darleen. I mostly liked the job, 

once on the road I was my own boss. Compared to her other jobs, being a runner was easy. As 

it was cash, I paid little to no tax and we really needed the money so it worked out well. 

Darleen was always nice to me and this made up for Doug. A few times I caught him umm 

you know, doing bad things.” 

 

“Bad things?” 

 

Lucy sighed then replied “He used prostitutes a lot as he really was an ugly son of a bitch. He 

was high most of the time too. I’ve known a few druggies in my time but never someone like 

Doug. Strange odours would carry from his office, a bit like heavy cigar smoke but you know 

stronger, more intense. A few times I recognised the scent of pot but mostly it was just plain 

weird like a homebrew mix of weird foreign shit. If he had no drugs he would be drunk 

instead. There was always an edge to his personality like he couldn’t handle just being 

himself?” 

 

“If we can get to the~” 

 

“Yeah yeah, keep your pants on” stated Lucy as she chuckled in spite of herself before 

continuing “anyway so it was a Saturday and I was rostered on for the afternoon shift. I turned 

up a little early as I got dropped off by a neighbour who happened to be going that way. Like 
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always Darleen was there working the radio, using the office computer and taking the 

incoming calls. All at the same time.” 

 

“I ate my lunch. I remember it clear as day. A corn beef sandwich and I washed it down with a 

bottle of coke. There were some frosted doughnuts in a box and Darleen offered me one. The 

calls were coming in hot and I ended up helping her for a while before it reached one o’clock. 

Soon enough I was out doing my usual rounds” explained Lucy as she tried to remember the 

exact details. 

 

“Do you need a break?” offered Peter in concern. 

 

“No, I’m fine. I’m just trying to figure out the right sequence, you know, in my head. --- I was 

out, about half way through when Darleen called me on the radio. She used my call sign 

‘Golden Girl’. She picked that name because of my vibrant hair.” 

 

“Right.” 

 

“She’s asking me to do an urgent pick and drop from east of town over to the south west. It 

happened sometimes and I didn’t really think anything of it. I was stopped at some lights and 

madly entered the two addresses into my sat nav. Us runners would always bitch and moan 

about the urgent ones because they make us late for the regulars. Sometimes a regular 

demands a discount for late delivery and of course Doug usually took the difference out of our 

pay. I could hear Doug in the background going off about this premium customer and what 

not. I drove across town and arrived at the address~” 
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“Do you remember the time?” 

 

“Yeah, it was twenty something past three. I knew the time because I had a few minutes to go 

until Rachel and Johnnie’s show.” 

 

“Rachel and Jonnie?”  

 

“I mostly listen to KTR One. You know on FM? Most of the other runners dig the pop stuff 

but not me, I like eighties dance. I remember I had a bit of time before their show so I pulled 

up quick and ran to the door, you know in a hurry.” 

 

“Was anyone there?” 

 

“No, you see that’s the thing. Usually we confirm the package with the sender and drop 

Doug’s name just to make sure as everyone knows Doug. This place, by the look of it was an 

abandoned factory and completely empty. I could see broken windows and part of the roof had 

collapsed.” 

 

“The address?” 

 

“Oh right. --- It was Radcliffe Street, down off Highway 1 in Gladesville. 71 or maybe 73, an 

odd number I’m sure. The address will be in Darleen’s computer, she always recorded them.” 
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“Not anymore. --- It doesn’t matter, please go on.” 

 

“Oh yeah, you’re right. The fire. --- Poor Darleen” said Lucy in a quieter voice as she paused, 

lost for a moment in her memories “Ahh where was I?” 

 

“At the address” suggested Peter. 

 

“Uh huh, so I’m standing there at the door, banging and hollering away. Nothing, no response 

at all. I’m just about to give it up when I see a small yellow note, like one of those post it 

types. It was on the ground right next to my left foot. It must have fallen off the door earlier.” 

 

“What did the note say?” 

 

“Round the back, brown parcel. Fragile, handle with care.” 

 

Peter nodded. 

 

“So I go round the back and sure enough, there’s this parcel. It wasn’t small but at the same 

time it wasn’t a really big one. I picked it up and hurried back to the van.” 

 

“Did you see anyone at all?” 

 

“Nah, it’s an industrial area and no one was around because it was a Saturday afternoon. There 

were a few cars driving past but no one stopped or anything. So I load up and start to drive 
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back across town. The radio show starts and I sing along to the first track. It was ‘Holiday’ by 

Madonna, I love that one.” 

 

“I’m driving along and suddenly the show stops. It was weird I mean I’m use to the half hour 

news broadcasts but you know this was about quarter to the hour now and they interrupted 

with a news bulletin. I remember because it kind of bugged me out at the time. Just then the 

other radio barked to life. It was Doug demanding to know the status of the delivery and had I 

done the pick yet. So I answer him, sweet as pie of course. I remember thinking how weird it 

was because Doug had never ever before talked to me on the radio.” 

 

“He left, I dunno where, I guess to his office and Darleen was again on the radio. She sounded 

stressed about something but at the time I mean, I didn’t know what. I presumed it was just 

Doug being Doug, you know annoying her.” 

 

“I understand, please continue.” 

 

“By the time I finished up the conversation with Darleen my show was back on and I had 

missed hearing the news. I always drove a lot and on the road you see emergency services all 

the time. When I saw a few hitting it hard, as they raced down Evensure Road, I didn’t really 

think much of it. Besides, I was pretty enthralled in my show and like always I just drove on 

autopilot, following the sat navs directions.” 

 

“The destination?” 
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“Sure sure. A good ten maybe fifteen minutes later, as the traffic was light, I arrived at the 

drop. Weirdest thing ever, I mean usually all these packages go to private citizens. The name 

on the drop was listed as ‘Janitor Caretaker – Williams Railway station.’ A railway station for 

crying out loud!” 

 

“You parked your van where exactly?” 

 

“I pulled up in the loading zone just short of the taxi rank on Williams Road before the 

junction with Albert Street.” 

“Right, go on.” 

 

“I grabbed my clipboard, jumped out and opened the side door. I reached in and lifted my dark 

blue raincoat from the small hook in the van as it had started to rain. I put on the coat, slipping 

the hood over top of my Doug’s Deliveries cap. Reaching in, I dragged out the box, rested it 

against the driver’s door and popped the clipboard on top. Turning around I hooked the end of 

the long side door with one foot and slid it closed. I fumbled in my pocket for the keys and 

beeped the van to lock it.” 

 

“By now the rain had set in and my clipboard, along with the package were both really wet. I 

hurried over to the large entry doors to the station and they opened automatically before me. I 

took a few steps inside, out of the weather when suddenly out of nowhere I hear ‘Stop!’ I 

couldn’t see anyone in front of me, so I kept moving toward the sales counter and to the left of 

the wide corridor.” 
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Peter leaned closer, caught up in the telling. 

 

“The man behind the sales counter gave me the strangest look. I mean his face had gone a 

sheet of white and he did the weirdest thing, he puts his hand up. For a second I thought 

maybe a gunman was behind me so I spun round to look. There not ten feet away were two 

police, both with their guns out. I think I said something to them but I’m not sure.” 

 

“Do you remember what happened next?” 

 

“Oh yes, one of the police slowly said ‘Put down the box!’ Now, to say I was frightened is an 

understatement. I dropped the parcel in shock. Dead set I threw it to the ground, right in front 

of my feet. No one moved for a few seconds and the only sound was the rain on the roof. 

There was a faint metallic noise like you know the sound a printer makes when you first turn it 

on, something like that. It echoed within the corridor. The two police and me, we all looked 

down at the box at the same time. There was no mistaking the sound was coming from the 

package.” 

 

“I knew right there, that instant. It was a bomb. If only I’d listened to the news I would’ve 

known but I didn’t and here I was in a public place, surrounded by strangers. I’d done, without 

knowing it, exactly what the bastards wanted. Now I along with the others, we were all going 

to die.” 

 

Peter just sat there, hanging on her every word. 
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“My first therapist used to say she thought it was good for me to talk it all through. I’m not so 

sure, I guess time will tell. So were all standing there and suddenly the two police start yelling 

at everyone to run down the ramp to the lower platforms. The next bit was all a bit of a blur. I 

can remember running and I briefly looked over my shoulder and saw the man behind the 

counter. He was rooted to the spot, still holding his hands up in the air.” 

 

“I was a bit lost amongst a flood of panicked people. I realised I couldn’t see the police 

anymore and that’s when it happened.” 

 

“The explosion?” 

 

“Yeah, like a blinding flash. One second I was running and then the whole world around me 

shifted sideways like you see in movies. I must have blacked out because the next thing I 

know I was staring into the eyes of some guy. Once the image cleared I could see he was a 

paramedic and was trying to say something to me. I couldn’t hear anything and it was almost 

completely dark. Beams from flash lights flickered all over the place like disco lights and I 

could see the air was filled with lots of dust.”  

 

“I have no idea how long I was there for as I think I kept going in and out of consciousness. I 

could see stuff was everywhere and so many people were badly hurt, like broken limbs or 

worse. It was bloody awful. --- My legs, you know, they were crushed under the rubble. I 

couldn’t feel my legs.” 

 

“Tell me about your time at the hospital?”  
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Lucy wasn’t sure if the nice man was trying to help her by moving the story on again or if he 

did so out of genuine interest. 

 

“I spent six weeks at Randall Private. The first two were in the ICU. They said my blood took 

forever to return to normal. I picked up a bad infection and this developed into pneumonia. 

The last four were on the general ward. I suffered depression when I realised they’d taken both 

my legs. I believed for a while the whole thing was my fault. I know, it’s silly but like I 

couldn’t help myself, my mind just went there. I didn’t handle the attention very well as of 

course everyone knew, or thought they knew, the entire story.” 

 

“Plenty of ignorant, hurting people got up in my face about it all. They called me all sorts of 

names. I just rode through it. I felt numb. Tony was great, my rock in a world gone mad. The 

police came, took my statement. When the doctors said I was well enough the media wanted 

access to me. It really was too much.” 

 

“After the hospital, what then?” 

 

“I was followed for weeks after they discharged me. Like as if me buying groceries was big 

news. The other bombs, well the runners had all died. I was the only one to survive so I guess 

that made me important or something.” 

 

“What did you do for work?” 
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“I got a pay out from the government and a pension, for pain and suffering. The only condition 

is they make me attend weekly therapy. It’s not too bad I guess, just some times I don’t really 

want to talk about it at all. Anyway I think the suits were worried I might sue or make a big 

fuss with the media. I’ve got enough money for a few years at least. Tony thinks I should write 

a book about it all, you know, when I’m ready to talk and what not.” 

 

“What do you think?” 

 

“I’m not sure yet. I mean I didn’t want any of this to happen. I guess I’m entitled to some 

compensation. Look, I’ve been through a lot but well to make money out of it by making a 

fuss; I just don’t think that’s me at all. Somehow it seems disrespectful to all the victims.” 

 

“Okay. --- What about faith? I see you’re wearing a cross on your necklace. Did God help you 

through all this?” 

 

“When I was young I use to talk to God all the time. A thing like this though, it’s so wasteful 

and evil. It really made me think. Did I live because I was innocent? Is there a greater plan for 

me? Do I have something more to offer the world? If there is a God I’m pretty sure he would 

understand what I’ve been through. For a while I thought God abandoned me but over time I 

worked out mostly I just felt sorry for myself. God never left me; I lost my way that’s all.” 

 

“Do you know why you’re here?” 
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“I” started Lucy as she looks around, “actually I’m not sure. I think I’m supposed to be 

somewhere else.” 

 

“What’s the last thing you remember?” 

 

“I got up this morning, took a shower, dressed and had breakfast. I called for a taxi and 

freshened up the place a bit. I locked the apartment and rode the lift down to the garage. I left 

the building out the driveway like I usually do and waited for the cab. It was Harvey, one of 

the regulars. We talked on the way, just the usual stuff. We arrived at Dr. Stanton’s office and 

Harvey opened up the back to wheel me out. He helped me up to the front door and then, I’m 

not sure.” 

 

“Then you were here right?” 

 

“I guess so. --- Are you filling in for Dr. Stanton today?” asked Lucy, realising she doesn’t 

really know Peter at all. 

 

“No, not exactly. One of those people you mentioned who are hurting, they went mad from the 

blinding pain and did something very bad. It doesn’t matter now. --- Lucy, look down” 

suggested Peter speaking in soft tones. 

 

Lucy was confused. A whole series of thoughts jumbled around within her mind. She hesitated 

a second and then looked at her blanket, except it wasn’t there anymore. Her mind reeled as 

she could see two healthy legs shrouded in a pair of old faded jeans. 
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“Oh my God!” blurted Lucy in surprise. 

 

“You’re whole again as you were always meant to be. --- Now you’re ready” explained Peter 

with a calm, confident smile. 

 

“Ready? Ready for what?” asked Lucy, her heart pounding in her chest. 

 

“You’ve suffered more than most and yet you still hold true to your faith. The world is a better 

place because of the life lived by Ms. Lucy Oakland. Thank you for telling me your story. --- 

You’re time is done, look” said Saint Peter as he stood and pointed over to one side. 

 

Lucy twisted her hear around to look. As clear as day she could see her Mum standing there, 

looking more radiant than ever. She wore a beautiful flowing dark green dress. She looked 

well, she looked good! With a welcoming smile she beckoned to her daughter.  

 

Her heart overflowing with joy, Lucy stood and ran over to join her in pure bliss. 


